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Address Nosco Asia 
3, Jalan Impian Emas 62,  
Taman Impian Emas,  
81300 Skudai,  
Johor, Malaysia

Country Malaysia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
 Nosco Asia has CERAMIC WELDING experience for the areas of:

Melter Crown and Skew Lines.
Breastwall, Backwall and Frontwall.
Tuckstone and Doghouse Arch.
Regenerator Crown and Division Wall.
Port Neck Entry Arch and Side Wall

The company´s major services are:

Furnace inspections with photographic reports; consultation on furnace repair and a variety of hot furnace repair techniques. Leading these is a
process known as 'Ceramic Welding' which allows furnace refractories to be repaired and restored during normal operation. Furnace inspections are
aided by the use of water-cooled endoscopes which allow wide angle and oblique viewing of furnace interiors.

Furnace inspections with photographic reports
Consultation on furnace repair and a variety of hot furnace repair techniques.
Leading these is a process known as 'Ceramic Welding' which allows furnace refractories to be repaired and restored during normal operation.
Debris clearing

Company Profile of Nosco Asia

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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